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Introduction

Net neutrality is an important concept based on the principle that internet service providers (ISPs) should permit access to all lawful content, without favoring some content over other content. An open internet is fundamental to the mission of research libraries in providing access to information, including ensuring that users can access vast data sets, preserving and sharing our cultural record, providing interconnected research and learning, and facilitating discovery. Net neutrality, at its core, is a nondiscrimination law that promotes freedom of speech and allows the free and open exchange of ideas. Without an open internet, the community that research libraries serve could be encumbered, particularly in accessing information, applications, or materials that depend on high-bandwidth capacity.

At its meeting on December 14, 2017, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) voted to reverse the strong net neutrality protections that had been put into place by the 2015 Open Internet Order. While the 2015 order included protections against blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization, after the January 2017 change in Administration, the FCC revoked its regulations and replaced net neutrality protections with a mere transparency rule requiring broadband providers to disclose that they may manipulate data.

The companion piece to this article, written by Clifford Lynch, focuses on the practical impacts for research and education institutions in a world without net neutrality regulations. This piece provides the legal and policy background to the FCC’s 2015 rules protecting net neutrality and the FCC’s complete reversal of this policy decision just two years later. This article then discusses various paths forward in trying to
restore open internet principles and protections, including through the courts, federal legislation, and state and local action.

Although portions of the FCC’s reversal of its 2015 Open Internet Order will go into effect on April 23, 2018, with the remainder of the repeal set to go into effect later this year after final approval by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), stakeholders on all sides of the net neutrality debate are pursuing multiple paths to overturn or blunt the agency’s actions. The United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit (DC Circuit), which previously upheld the FCC’s 2015 Open Internet Order, will hear the court case currently captioned as Mozilla et al. v. FCC, with plaintiffs including internet companies, associations, and states’ attorneys general. This case challenges the FCC’s most recent order and could stay the new rules from going into effect until after a decision on the merits. Another avenue that some are pursuing is legislative action to regain partial net neutrality protections through a rewrite of the Communications Act. A number of state governments have acted swiftly, as well, from filing court cases challenging the order, to issuing executive orders requiring ISPs who want state contracts to abide by net neutrality principles, to issuing their own bans against blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization (see “State Action” below for more on this). Activities are also happening at the local level, with calls for greater investment in public, municipal broadband which would not have the same incentives to prioritize some content over others.

The Association of Research Libraries (ARL) continues to deeply engage in the net neutrality discussions at the federal level, including through the filing of amicus briefs in the courts and participation in coalitions of amici, parties and intervenors to the case, and in Congress to educate Senators and Representatives about the importance of net neutrality to research libraries and to advocate for strong protection of an open internet. All members of ARL would be affected by the Open Internet Order, particularly in serving researchers who must rely on internet service providers to connect to library resources.
The Importance of Net Neutrality

Net neutrality protects freedom of speech and supports innovation, by ensuring a level playing field online for all types of speech, ensuring that networks do not discriminate against particular information by slowing, blocking, or otherwise manipulating access to certain content. The internet has been called a “modern town square” because it provides a place for the free exchange of ideas and experiences. At its core, net neutrality acts as a nondiscrimination law, ensuring that marginalized viewpoints and nonprofit voices have an equal opportunity to reach audiences online.

Research libraries depend on an open internet to fulfill their missions and serve their communities. The public interest missions of research libraries in providing access to information depend on a neutral platform for carrying information to users, including the numerous ways libraries support and provide access to vast data sets; preserve and share the cultural record; provide interconnected research and learning experiences; and facilitate discovery.¹ Large data sets and certain applications, such as those used for distance learning or telehealth, are particularly subject to latency and could be impacted in the absence of strong net neutrality protections.

The recent rollback of net neutrality provisions allows ISPs to engage in harmful behavior, breaking down the internet into fast lanes and slow lanes, provided that they disclose this information to their users. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) will be tasked with enforcing the disclosure rules. The new order also preempts state regulatory authorities from enacting their own versions of net neutrality rules. The 3-2 vote, along party lines, to reverse the Open Internet Order was highly controversial for a number of reasons—both substantive and procedural—which are detailed below.
Issues with Reversal of the Open Internet Order

Although the FCC suggested that its transparency rule is an effective substitute for its prior regulation of ISPs under the theory that competition will protect consumers, in practice broadband providers are likely to engage in blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization without consequence. The vast majority of individuals in the United States only have one or two broadband options. For example, users in remote or rural areas usually only have one ISP offering service because only one company has made the investment in that area. Individuals living in apartments may also only have a single option due to building structure and wiring requirements or management company rules and contracts.

Without rules protecting net neutrality, ISPs have an incentive to slow down or block certain traffic or require content providers to pay extra to speed up their traffic. For example, Fox News might pay an ISP to speed delivery of their content, making access to Fox News’ coverage quicker than coverage from CNN or BBC. An ISP might throttle Netflix’s connection in favor of its own affiliated video services. Even in the absence of paid priority agreements or affiliated content, an ISP may block or throttle content with which it disagrees. For example, an ISP may make it more difficult to access a campaign site for a candidate that wants stronger regulations.

This categorical reversal of the 2015 net neutrality rules appeared to have a predetermined outcome without true engagement of public comment; FCC Chairman Pai previously vowed to take a “weed whacker” to the net neutrality regulations. Most of the comments submitted to the FCC supported net neutrality (and this volume is supported by public polling data showing overwhelming public support for an open internet), but were largely ignored.
Critics of the repeal of the 2015 Open Internet Order also point to the fact that the FCC did not show a changed landscape justifying a complete rollback of its prior rule, other than a change in party in the Administration. The Administrative Procedures Act requires agencies to act in a reasoned manner to protect the public against the whims of a change in leadership, and agency actions therefore cannot be arbitrary and capricious. The FCC’s new order does not appear to be grounded in solid evidence, making it vulnerable to challenges.

Additionally, the dissenting FCC Commissioners and several members of Congress unsuccessfully pushed to delay the FCC’s December vote after reports that millions of fake comments were submitted during the FCC’s rulemaking process. These lawmakers argued that the FCC should not vote to change the rules which were, theoretically, grounded in comments received from the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), until an investigation into the fake comments, including half a million comments traced to Russian email accounts, had been initiated and concluded. Despite these concerns, the FCC went forward with its scheduled vote and net neutrality will no longer be protected unless courts or Congress intervene.

Ultimately, the general public will be harmed by the FCC’s elimination of net neutrality protections and the companion piece in this RLI issue suggests what some of the practical consequences will be for the research and education community, should the new FCC order remain in place. While the FCC’s decision to abandon rules for net neutrality is concerning, the agency is not the final word on open internet protections. Multiple avenues for pursuing an open internet remain, both at the federal and state levels.
**Litigation**

Litigation appears to be the most likely avenue to regain strong protections for an open internet. Almost immediately following the FCC’s publication of its reversal of the 2015 Open Internet Order, numerous lawsuits were filed against the agency. Technology companies, state attorneys general of 21 states and the District of Columbia, and public interest groups were among those filing lawsuits in the Courts of Appeals for the DC Circuit and the Ninth Circuit. An unopposed motion to move the Mozilla et al. v. FCC case back to the DC Circuit, the court that upheld the 2015 Open Internet Order, was granted in March 2018.

The benefit of the DC Circuit’s jurisdiction over Mozilla et al. v. FCC is that the DC Circuit already has a clear record to rely on, from its 2014 opinion in which it rejected the FCC’s 2010 Open Internet Order (because the FCC used common carrier regulations despite the fact that the agency had previously declined to classify ISPs as common carriers)⁴ to its 2016 decision upholding the FCC’s 2015 Order Internet Order (including reclassification of ISPs as Title II common carriers, reclassification of mobile broadband service, a ban on paid prioritization, and a General Conduct Rule to protect against future harms).⁵ The DC Circuit will likely point to its 2016 opinion and scrutinize the FCC’s complete reversal just one year later. Indeed, the DC Circuit’s 2016 opinion notes that the court’s role is “to ensure that an agency[‘s] . . . action is not ‘arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with the law.” Court review of an agency’s decision is not to make policy decisions, but to ensure that the agency is acting within its authority. Additionally, the record before the DC Circuit demonstrates a clear need for regulations to protect against paid prioritization and blocking. Even in the 2014 case, in which the DC Circuit rejected the FCC’s 2010 Open Internet Order, the opinion found that ISPs had an incentive to discriminate against certain content and that the FCC’s findings were not “pure speculation,” as Verizon had asserted, but instead “based firmly in
common sense and economic reality."

Briefings before the DC Circuit will likely be due during the summer of 2018 with oral arguments to follow. Proponents of net neutrality provisions, including the parties themselves or intervenors, may request a stay from the DC Circuit, which would leave the 2015 Open Internet Order in place until a decision is reached on the merits of the case. In order for such a stay to be granted, proponents will need to demonstrate irreparable harm.

As in the previous round of litigation over the 2015 Open Internet Order in the DC Circuit, ARL will file an amicus brief with other organizations to highlight the importance of net neutrality to the higher education and research community. Library organizations and higher education associations offer a unique, noncommercial voice in the litigation proceedings, distinct from the large telecommunications companies and the internet companies that have dominated the long history of the net neutrality debate.

**Congress**

In addition to litigation, net neutrality advocates might seek legislative relief. Efforts to reverse the FCC’s decision could take two approaches in Congress. The first is for Congress to overturn the decision through the Congressional Review Act, a process under which Congress can reverse an agency’s decision through a simple majority vote in both houses within 60 legislative days of publication of the agency’s decision in the *Federal Register*. Even if this resolution passes both houses, it also requires the signature of the President.

Democrats in both the Senate and the House of Representatives, with the efforts led by Senator Markey (D-MA) and Representative Doyle (D-PA), have advocated for the use of the Congressional Review Act here. Fifty senators have co-sponsored the resolution to repeal the FCC’s decision, including all forty-nine members of the
Democratic caucus plus Senator Collins (R-ME). The resolution has already surpassed the minimum number to force a vote on the floor in the Senate, which Minority Leader Schumer (D-NY) has stated an intention to do. Since reaching fifty co-sponsors, proponents of net neutrality have launched a #OneMoreVote campaign, targeting Republicans who have indicated openness to supporting the resolution or who are perceived as vulnerable in the upcoming elections.

While a vote is expected in the Senate, the House may choose not to bring the resolution to the floor. Although it has 150 co-sponsors, Democrats cannot force a vote, though passage in the Senate may put pressure on the House to act. However, even if the resolution were to pass both houses of Congress, President Trump is already on record opposing net neutrality and would likely not sign it. Democrats may still use this effort to make net neutrality a key issue during the upcoming midterm elections in the United States.

Alternatively, Congress could rewrite the Communications Act and change the scope of the FCC’s current rule. Under this process, it is more likely that a compromise bill would result—if enough members of Congress could agree—rather than the strong protections that the 2015 Open Internet Order reclassifying broadband as a common carrier provided. Several bills and discussion drafts have circulated in Congress during the many years of FCC consideration of these rules.

Senator John Kennedy (R-LA), for example, introduced the Open Internet Preservation Act, a bill identical to Representative Marsha Blackburn’s (R-TN) bill filed in the House that would prohibit ISPs from blocking or throttling content, but would allow for paid prioritization. Any “compromise” resulting in paid priority agreements, is one that net neutrality advocates, including ARL and other higher education and library associations, have strongly opposed.
education and library associations, have strongly opposed. Paid prioritization, by definition, prioritizes voices of those who are willing and able to pay higher fees, disadvantaging not-for-profit speech, a range of diverse opinions, and potentially hindering new innovations.

One additional risk of legislative action is that a law regulating net neutrality principles would likely result in preemption, meaning that states willing to go farther than the US Congress is could be prohibited from enacting their own state-level net neutrality rules.

**State Action**

Even though the FCC’s rollback of enforceable net neutrality rules contains explicit state preemption provisions designed to prevent states from enacting their own regulations, a number of states have taken executive or legislative action to blunt or thwart the FCC’s rules. Montana became the first state to issue an executive order to diminish the effect of the FCC’s rules within its state. The executive order requires that for an ISP to receive a contract with the state of Montana, the ISP must abide by net neutrality principles and cannot block lawful content, throttle or degrade transmissions, or engage in paid prioritization. Because the executive order deals with a procurement agreement rather than a regulation, preemption would not apply. Under the executive order, the state of Montana is simply issuing contract terms that ISPs must agree to. Hawaii, New Jersey, New York, and Vermont followed suit with their own executive orders requiring ISPs with state contracts to abide by net neutrality principles.

Washington and Oregon have passed laws requiring ISPs within the state to offer net neutrality protections and a number of other state legislatures are considering similar laws. These laws are likely to be challenged by ISPs on the grounds that the FCC’s preemption provisions take precedent and that states may not act in this space.

However, Washington was careful in enacting its law to make it
enforceable under the Consumer Protection Act, which arguably takes it out of a regulatory action and into a consumer protection field, an attempt to circumvent the FCC’s preemption. Additionally, some legal scholars have argued that in the FCC’s repeal of net neutrality rules, the agency claimed that Congress actually withheld authority over broadband from the FCC. From that assertion, it follows that if the FCC does not have the power to regulate broadband, it also does not have the power to preempt state authority over broadband.6

In total, more than half of the US states have legislation pending to protect net neutrality, either to codify requirements for state procurement contracts or to legislate direct net neutrality protections. These states include: Alaska, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin.

**Municipal Broadband**

In addition to state laws, some net neutrality proponents have advocated for local municipalities to develop their own broadband networks that would not be subject to the same tactics as private ISP companies looking to maximize their own profits or those of their affiliated networks. The creation of alternative networks are not subject to FCC preemption or scrutiny because municipalities would simply be providing residents a different network. In turn, the creation of public municipal broadband networks may create sufficient competition with private ISP networks that, at least in those municipalities, ISPs would not be able to engage in blocking, throttling, or paid prioritization.

Unfortunately, this strategy will not work for all municipalities, either because of costs or state laws. According to an American Civil Liberties Union report, 22 states prohibit local municipalities from building public networks.7
Conclusion

Ultimately, the best outcome for strong net neutrality protections would be for the DC Circuit—and the Supreme Court, should it agree to review whatever decision comes out of the lower court—to overturn the FCC’s repeal of its Open Internet Order. Even if Congress acts under the Congressional Review Act, President Trump would certainly not sign the resolution, making repeal of the FCC’s new order through that mechanism highly unlikely. Any legislative solution in Congress, while it may provide stronger protections than the FCC’s new approach, is unlikely to reach the full extent of protections from the 2015 order. Additionally, although states and municipalities can blunt the effect of the FCC’s repudiation of net neutrality regulations, this approach offers a mere piecemeal solution that will result in, at best, a patchwork of net neutrality rules that protects users in some states, but not in others.

While the FCC has reversed itself on regulating and protecting an open internet, it is worth noting that many other countries retain strong protections. In Canada, for example, the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission has a robust framework in place to protect an open internet, including prohibiting the prioritization or favoring of affiliated content and evaluating internet traffic management by ISPs to protect against discriminatory conduct. Hopefully, the FCC’s departure from strongly protecting net neutrality will be brief and the United States will once again be a leader in ensuring that the internet continues to function as it has, flourishing as an open platform.

ARL will continue to engage in net neutrality advocacy, individually as well as in various coalitions involving higher education, libraries,
and public interest groups more broadly. As one FCC Commissioner made clear, ARL provides a unique, noncommercial perspective on net neutrality, speaking on behalf of thousands of students, faculty, and other scholars who use the internet via research institutions.
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Editor's note: This piece was revised slightly on April 23, 2018, to update information regarding the date the net neutrality rules will be repealed. A portion of the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) order reversing the rules will go into effect today, 60 days after publication in the Federal Register, but the bulk of the new order that impacts net neutrality will not go into effect until the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has approved the FCC’s actions.